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ABOUT THE 4JNET
For most of blockchain white papers are exaggerated. It is used to collecting
investment with a good imagination of the future. Those kind of overstated paper does
not fit into our purpose. Because we want to create fair rules and delivering the facts.
Besides, we would like to disclose the white paper right before the launch to not
disturbing your decision makings.
It diminishes the contents of the unexecuted part as much as possible.
4Jnet Technology Limited built ‘Justice-Universe’ ¹of Metaverse²platform that puts
fairness priority.
Metaverse platform from many companies still exists in PPT. We expect that it will
take at least decade to meet the PPT to be completed.
We are creating a protocol that allows numerous developers to participate.
It will update from simple rules to complex rules by referring to the user's opinion.
Justice-Universe will deal with the elements of politics and economy and combine
voting, parliament, country, and cryptocurrency issuance.
In January 2022, we would like to introduce the Justice-Universe.

1. The official name of 4jnet technology limited's metaverse platform
2. The metaverse (a portmanteau of "meta-" and "universe") is a hypothesized iteration of
the internet, supporting persistent online 3-D virtual environments[1][2] through conventional
personal computing, as well as virtual and augmented reality headsets.[3][2] Metaverses, in some
limited form, are already present on platforms like VRChat or video games like Second Life.[4]
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ABOUT THE 4JNET TOKEN
4jnet token is the base currency of Justice-Universe.
AMM³rules are required to list tokens and created the first pair on Dex ⁴ exchange.
The beginning price will be determined due to the first pair price. When all the
additional tokens that are not issued are put into the LP.
The starting price will be the lowest price. Therefore, the first buyer will make a huge
profit. The price may increase by 10,000, 100,000, even 1 million times compared to
the starting price.
However, the first buyer is not a regular user. In general, they are development teams
or people around them.
If the token price rises the first buyer take massive amount of profit and then sell all of
the tokens or remove the LP.
In order to fundamentally prevent this unfairness, the launch time was disclosed in
advance. Also black hole address is given so that LP cannot be removed.
The pre-announcement of the release time is intended to ensure that everyone has
equal opportunity at the lowest price.

When transferring a 4jnet token, the initial fee is 90%. 6% will distribute as a dividend
in proportion to the amount held by token owners. The rest of them will automatically
be accumulated in the pool through sales. The fee is multiplied by 0.999 in each
transaction. Accordingly, as the number of transactions increases, the charge
gradually decreases. It will be reduced to a minimum of 10%.

3. Automated Market Makers
4. Decentralized exchanges (DEX) are a type of cryptocurrency exchange which allows for
direct peer-to-peer cryptocurrency transactions to take place online securely and without the need
for an intermediary.
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WHY 4JNET IS BETTER?
(vs SAFEMOON⁵)
1.Liquidity is permanently preserved by incineration of the recovery rights in the liquid
wallet.

2.The fee rate for adding liquidity is entirely controlled by the contract.
3.Handling fees mapped to dividends of all currency holding addresses are set as an
immutable constant.
4.The authority to the privileged address of the 4JNET project owner account is
destroyed at the black hole address.
5.Set the maximum number of transactions for each transaction to 1% of the total
issuance.
6.Realize the owner's profit by issuing 4JPASS that integrates the functions of NFT.

Total circulation of tokens(upper limit) is
astronomical-equal to all the atoms in
1,000,000 galaxies.

Total circulation of NFTs is capped at 5,000
while all holders enjoy a reduced 3%
service charge.

P
R Founding team does not hold any tokens or
have access to investor’s funds as per
O smart contract.
s
Technical capabilities reflect an elite core
team from enterprises such as Oracle,
Microsoft, and IBM.

C
O
N
s

50% of tokens are held by its founding
team who could crash the market at any
time.

Technical capabilities are questionable
with copied smart contracts containing
spelling and other errors.

5. Safemoon is a cryptocurrency token created in March 2021 on the Binance Smart Chain
blockchain. Its market cap valuation as of October 2021 is $3,646,766,397. See generally
“SafeMoon,” Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SafeMoon.
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EQUITABLE TREATMENT
FOR ALL INVESTORS
4JNET is doing its best to treat all investors equally with fairness and equity
throughout this project. The team does not want the project to work in favor of early
investors alone, like many other projects floating in cryptocurrency space.
4JNET plans to make sure that the gap between earlier and later investors does not
widen through the fee reduction mechanism. For all transactions performed on the
blockchain. At the beginning 4JNET will charge you 90% gas fee as a service charge,
and it will decrease to 10% within couple of hours. Through this, 4JNET will be able to
maintain a stable process for tokens in the future.
•

6% will be distributed to all token holders

•

Remainder to be transferred into a 4JNET liquidity pool

Furthermore, When transferring a 4jnet token, the initial fee is 90%. 6% of them are
divided in proportion to the amount held by token owners, the rest is automatically
accumulated in the pool through sales, and the fee is multiplied by 0.999 in each
transaction. In summary, as the number of transactions increases, the fee gradually
decreases. Fees will be reduced by 10%.
The initial 90% transaction fee will also work as a safety device. This is to prevent
massive sales from continuing in the trading market as bots recklessly enter and start
buying ultra-low prices. Transaction fees may fall to 10% within a few hours. Basically,
this safety device is a measure to prevent a sudden change in the market.

Early Investors

Later Investors
Fair and
Equitable
Treatment
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SECURITY AND FAIRNESS
4JNET is fully aware that security is a major concern when investing in
cryptocurrencies. This is because there is no way to get back tokens once they have
been transferred out. This makes the need for a secure platform all the more
important. 4JNET was built with this overarching concern in mind.
The U.S. Money Services Business (MSB) license⁶ issued by the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network of the United States Treasury Department is one of the most
sought-after licenses in the digital currency trading space. All institutions that grant
monetary exchange and sending services in crypto must have this license.
4JNET has been awarded this license by the United States Treasury. This has
boosted 4JNET to the level of a trustworthy, first-class platform for global investors
interested in earning returns from cryptocurrencies. It is the first De-Fi project to
acquire a U.S. MSB license in line with this market shape and regulation.
Additionally, 4JNET has its smart contract audited by the world-leading blockchain
network security firm CertiK⁷. CertiK is known for working with big platforms and
blockchain ecosystems. They provide auditing services for industry lions like Binance,
Huobi, OKEx, Ethereum, Terra, and Neo.
4JNET’s liquidity certificate and contracts are also blocked into a black hole to
promote perfect decentralization. The true liquidity of its core engine will ensure that
long-term holders see the most benefits. A development that is yet to be seen in the
token industry today.
6. With few exceptions, each money services business (MSB) must register with the United States
Department of the Treasury. Registration of an MSB is the responsibility of the owner or controlling
person of the MSB. The term "money services business" includes any person doing business,
whether or not on a regular basis or as an organized business concern, in one or more of the
following capacities: (1) Currency dealer or exchanger; (2) Check casher; (3) Issuer of traveler's
checks, money orders or stored value; (4) Seller or redeemer of traveler's checks; money orders or
stored value; (5) Money transmitter; or (6) U.S. Postal Service. See generally “Money Services
Business Definition,” Financial Crimes Enforcement Network at https://www.fincen.gov/moneyservices-business-definition.
7. CertiK was founded in 2018 by professors from Yale University and Columbia University. It is a
pioneer in blockchain security—utilizing best-in-class AI technology to secure and monitor
blockchain protocols and smart contracts. CertiK’s mission is to secure the cyber world starting
with blockchain. CertiK applies cutting-edge innovations from academia into enterprise, enabling
mission-critical applications to be built with security and correctness. See generally CertiK at
https://www.certik.io/.
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4JNET SECURITY
Two Major Mechanisms For
Ensuring Security and Fairness

CertiK is a world-leading
blockchain network
security firm.

The U.S.Money Services
Business(MSB) license is one
of the most sought-after
licenses in the digital currency
trading space.

4JNET’s smart contract
has fully audited by CertiK
to guarantee security and
fairness.

4JNET’s has been
granted an MSB license
from the U.S. Treasury
Department.

CertiK provides auditing
services for industry giants
like Binance, Huobi, OKEx,
Ethereum, Terra, and Neo.

The MSB license authorized
by the U.S. Treasury’s Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network
provides further assurance of
security and fairness.
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TRANSPARENCY
Transparency and open source is the name of the game. 4JNET strives to provide
investors with long-lasting projects and maintains transparency in how to invest.

A limited edition NFT of 4JNET was released on October 20, 2021. A total of 5,000
limited edition NFTs will be sold in advance. This will be carried out prior to the official
token launch scheduled for December 1, 2021.
The performance of the presale will not in any way affect the scheduled December 1,
2021 launch. 4JNET will proceed with the token launch regardless of whether the
presale goal is met.
The NFTs sold to holders during the presale will account for 30% of all tokens on the
December 1, 2021 launch. NFT holders will be able to claim 30% of all tokens after
the launch and then unlock 2% of tokens every day after. As long as they hold their
NFTs, they will be eligible to receive 2% of tokens every day going forward.
Moreover, holding the NFTs entitles the holders to a 3% decrease on all service
charges.
Finally, the 4JNET team will not hold any 4JNET tokens. The funds raised from the
presale will go towards advertising on social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and key opinion leaders (KOLs) in the industry.
Through open source, 4JNET tokens are being developed transparently and they hold
unlimited potential for its investors.
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TOKENOMICS/DISTRIBUTION
4JNET has launched a series of limited-edition NFTs for its community. A total of 5,000
NFTS will be minted and sold before the scheduled launch of the token on December
1, 2021. If the NFT is sold out in advance, the countdown will be updated to 72 hours.
•
•
•
•

4JNET’s initial transaction fee is 90%
For each transaction, the current transaction fee will become *0.999
Transaction fee will be reduced to 10% at most
Transaction fee broken down as follows: 6% used as dividend and the
remaining part will be sold and repurchased to liquidity

After the project officially kicks off, all NFT holders can claim 30% of all tokens issued
and unlock 2% each day. NFT holders save 3% commission on transactions.
There will be a 10% airdrop volume with a 30% split payment. The amount of the drop
is automatically incinerated after the airdrop.
Also, the initial liquidity certificated added by 4JNET will be transferred to the blackhole.
Verification of this can be viewed at BscScan through the following link:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x35750d0597dfe2309fa7177bf532f8333cc8ed3238efda4197
a6aab0a443f8b6

To sum up, purchasing an NFT will provide users with several benefits:

•
•
•

NFT holders can claim more than 60 billion 4JNET tokens
NFT holders will enjoy a reduction of 3% service charge
NFT holders can trade NFTs freely and all interests will be transferred along with
them
4JNET will also introduce a decreasing service charge mechanism to stabilize prices.
Specifically, 90% of initial transaction amounts will be used as the service charge
going down in stages to a final 10% commission. This will narrow the gap between
early investors and late investors.
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Tokenomics
As mentioned, 6% will be distributed to all token holders through tokens. A portion
of the remaining part (4%) will be automatically transferred into the liquidity pool
as a smart contract constraint. The remainder will be burned. The below table
provide information about the new 4JNET token.

Burn

Liquidity
Pool

18%
Airdrop

50%

2%
Token
Distribution

30%
NFT

Token Name

4JNET

Token Symbol

4JNET

Type

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Total Supply

1,000,000,000,000,000

Contract

0xbfb1a68962Fb4ED040FD3a0a71dC2C2015BCc667

Token Distribution*

50% LP
30% NFT
2% Airdrop
18% Burn

*After airdrop distribution, remaining tokens will be automatically burned as per
smart contract.
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FOUR GUARANTEES
OF 4JNET
Below are the four major promises
underlying 4JNET and this unique project
1. Providing for security and trust in this project is an overarching concern—4JNET
has been issued an MSB license from the U.S. Department of the Treasury allowing
the foundation to legally engage in activities such as initial coin offerings (ICOs), initial
exchange offerings (IEOs), and cryptocurrency trading.
2. Ensuring transparency is another major quality—all business logic of 4JNET is
made through smart contracts with full access to contract addresses and codes which
are open sourced.
3. Full auditing of critical contract elements—4JNET passed the audit of a prominent
blockchain security company CertiK. All critical contract elements are guaranteed for
security and fairness.
4. Total fairness for all investors—this project’s unique design and mechanisms put
everyone on a level playing field through the effective application of decentralized
finance (De-Fi). 4JNET’s unique mechanisms effectively curbs the token oligarchs and
centralized holding of tokens.

Four Promises of 4JNET

Security, trust

Transparency

Auditing

Fairness
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ROADMAP
Below is a high-level roadmap for this crypto/NFT project.

Start
The license is highly recognized
across the world as a pass of
crypto currency.

01

02
Raise propaganda and
operation funds, enhance the
competitiveness of early
investors, and guarantee
decentralization of 4JNET
tokens.

03

04

Contract rights are blocked into
black hole so that no one can
change signed contracts and
ensure their security.

CertiK is a world-leading
blockchain network security
company specializing in
auditing the security and
fairness of smart contract.

Liquidity certificate is blocked
into black hole to ensure
fairness and fund security.

05

06

4JNET debuts and we’ll try
every means to maintain the
decentralization of 4JNET
tokens.

Justice-universe Metabus is
scheduled to open
in February 2022.

07
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ABOUT THE 4JNET PASS
4j pass is the only proof of authority to create an identity of Justice-Universe, and
identity creation maintains a subordinate relationship with 4jpass.

The more users participate, the more fairness is proven and the concept of
Decentralized will be stronger.
Therefore, we launched a pre-sale for 4j pass to gain more promotional and operating
costs.
The 4j pass was created as a random image, and the images are stored in IPFS⁸.
Accordingly, the link of each image is stored in the blockchain of the 4j pass.
4jpass receives a total of 60 billion 4jnet tokens, 2% every day.
The project is scheduled to debut on December 1, 2021.

8. InterPlanetary File System
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Justice-Universe

4J
PASS
Special authority
of 4JPASS
• Within Justice-Universe,
4JPASS has its own territory
(#0001-#5,000)
• Creating status for followers

• Create rules within territory.

• Specify the class of followers
• Writing an internal guide for everything
including occupation, economy, politics,
society, and military.

• It may interfere with other 4JPASS areas.

Late Follower

Early Follower

into the Justice-Universe

in the Justice-Universe

• A new follower has entered.
(Payment for entry fee)

• 30% of the new inflow cost is
automatically distributed to all
existing followers.
• 50% of the cost is
automatically sent to the
4JPASS holder
• 20% cost is automatically sent
to 4J.
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Metaverse
step 1
With hundreds of billions of combinations formulas provided by Justice Universe, You
can have your own nft character, which is the only one in the world.
This is to manufacture nft in an easy way.
Before creating your own nft, you will choose a 4jpass that can be attributed, and a
certain 4j token is used for nft production, and the proceeds are divided into % ratios
and distributed to each nft.
This nft is registered in ipfs to create my own nft, the only one in the world.
If you become a member of the selected 4jpass, you can share the profits of 4jpass
that will be attributed to you and create forces in the future.
It is the starting point that certain forces will expand to enable influence in all areas of
territory, economy, and culture within the metas world.

step 2
In order to include something that can be realized, it is currently being partially
unreleased.
Our METAVERSE world will not be a structured reference.
It contains the items that will open in February 2022.

The white paper will be updated in real time.
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DISCLAIMER
This white paper was written to specifically explain the overall content, purpose, and
progress of this project. It was written to provide readers and potential participants with
critical information.
We are not liable for any damages such as losses or other related damages incurred
by those referring to this white paper.
Since this white paper has been written as of the last revision date indicated below,
content may be modified or changed in the future to reflect changes. The content
included in this white paper is based on the best judgment and information available
only in the present time.
This white paper is not written for any countries or regions where distribution, posting,
and use of it is prohibited.
This white paper is only to be used for the purposes of this project. Furthermore, this
document or any part thereof may not be distributed, reproduced, transmitted, or
published to others for any other purpose without the prior written consent of the
project team.

Last Revised: December 09, 2021.
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